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The Price Schedule of a MonopolistThe Price Schedule of a MonopolistThe Price Schedule of a MonopolistThe Price Schedule of a Monopolist
For a single product, a monopolist would ordinarily choose theFor a single product, a monopolist would ordinarily choose the
price to maximize the profit contribution, which is the profit
margin times the demand at the chosen price.

D d P filDemand Profile:

Aggregate Demand with uniform price:Aggregate Demand with uniform price:

Aggregate Demand with price schedule p(q):

Shorthand notation Demand Profile:
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The Price Schedule of a MonopolistThe Price Schedule of a Monopolist

The Price Schedule of a Monopolist

The Price Schedule of a MonopolistThe Price Schedule of a Monopolist
To ensure that N(p(q),q) will in fact be the realized demand for the To ensure that N(p(q),q) will in fact be the realized demand for the 
q –th increment requires that a customer who would purchase at 
least q units at the uniform price p = p(q) will also purchase at least 
q units when offered the entire schedule of prices for incrementsq units when offered the entire schedule of prices for increments.

total variable cost:

total profit contribution expected from price schedule p(q):

increment’s profit contribution:
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Example 4 1Example 4 1
The Price Schedule of a Monopolist

Example 4.1Example 4.1
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“inverse elasticity rule”“inverse elasticity rule”
The Price Schedule of a Monopolist

inverse elasticity ruleinverse elasticity rule
The demand profile summarizes the heterogeneity among customers at the p g y g
coarsest level of aggregation that still allows analysis of nonlinear tariffs.

In applications it is often useful to represent this information in terms of the price 
elasticities of demands for different units.

price that maximizes the profit contribution’s necessary condition
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Maximization of the profit contribution from the q Maximization of the profit contribution from the q --thth unit unit 

The Price Schedule of a Monopolist

via optimal selection of the marginal pricevia optimal selection of the marginal price
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the marginal price schedule for several the marginal price schedule for several 
values of the parameters values of the parameters 
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4.2. Extensions and Qualifications4.2. Extensions and Qualifications
--Variable marginal costVariable marginal cost

total costtotal cost

relevant marginal cost for an individual purchase q

f ibl  ditifeasible condition
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Decreasing Price Schedules and the Ironing Decreasing Price Schedules and the Ironing 
ProcedureProcedure

necessary condition for optimalitynecessary condition for optimalitynecessary condition for optimalitynecessary condition for optimality
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Predictive Power of Demand ProfilePredictive Power of Demand ProfilePredictive Power of Demand ProfilePredictive Power of Demand Profile
The exposition above assumes that the demand profile is an The exposition above assumes that the demand profile is an 
adequate predictor of customers’purchase behavior in response to 
a nonlinear price schedule.

To exclude these problematic cases, theoretical analyses of 
nonlinear pricing use assumptions sufficient to assure that the p g p
optimal price schedule intersects each customer’s demand function 
once, from below.



4 3  The Bundling Interpretation4 3  The Bundling Interpretation4.3. The Bundling Interpretation4.3. The Bundling Interpretation
••AnAn alternativealternative viewview construesconstrues nonlinearnonlinear pricingpricing asas anan instanceinstance ofof bundlingbundling..

••ProductsProducts areare saidsaid toto bebe bundledbundled ifif thethe chargecharge forfor aa purchasepurchase ofof severalseveral productsproducts inin
combinationcombination isis lessless thanthan thethe sumsum ofof thethe chargescharges forfor thethe componentscomponents.. BundlingBundling appliesapplies toto
productsproducts thatthat areare diversediverse (such(such asas thethe optionsoptions onon aa newnew automobile)automobile)productsproducts thatthat areare diversediverse (such(such asas thethe optionsoptions onon aa newnew automobile),automobile),



4 4  Fixed Costs and Fixed Fees4 4  Fixed Costs and Fixed Fees4.4. Fixed Costs and Fixed Fees4.4. Fixed Costs and Fixed Fees
In important cases the firm incurs a fixed cost for each In important cases the firm incurs a fixed cost for each 
customer served.
fixed fee fixed fee 

Total profit contribution

The necessary condition for an optimal choiceThe necessary condition for an optimal choice



4 5  Multipart Tariffs4 5  Multipart Tariffs4.5. Multipart Tariffs4.5. Multipart Tariffs
Multipart tariffs take many formsMultipart tariffs take many forms
◦ The simplest is a two-part tariff comprising a fixed fee plus a 

uniform price for every unit purchased.

◦ An n-part tariff is usually presented as a fixed fee plus n-1 
different “block declining” marginal prices that apply in different 
intervals or volume bandsintervals or volume bands.

An appropriate specification of the demand profile in 
terms of volume bands:

profit contribution: profit contribution: 
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The Approximate FormulationThe Approximate FormulationThe Approximate FormulationThe Approximate Formulation
The profit contributionThe profit contribution

Fixed fee Pi
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4 6  Summary4 6  Summary4.6. Summary4.6. Summary


